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Abstract: Quantum chemical calculations of the geometric and electronic structure of periodic hy-

brid compounds representing carbon nanotubes (10,0) with zinc phthalocyanine molecules 

ZnPc-xpy (x = 0, 1, 2, 4) on their surface and their interaction with ammonia were carried out to 

explain the dependence of the sensor response of the hybrid materials to ammonia on the number 

of substituents in the ZnPc-xpy macrocycle and to clarify the nature of the interaction between 

ammonia and phthalocyanine molecules. It was found that the key feature of these materials, 

which determines their sensor response toward ammonia, is the presence of an impurity band in 

the band gap of a carbon nanotube, formed by the orbitals of macrocycle atoms. When ammonia 

adsorbs through the formation of hydrogen bonds with the side atoms of phthalocyanine, the en-

ergy of this impurity band decreases. As a consequence, the electron population of the conduction 

band and, accordingly, the electrical conductivity of the hybrid materials become lower. Moreover, 

with an increase in the number of oxypyrene substituents in ZnPc-xpy, the interaction energy of 

ammonia increases and, as a result, the decrease in the energy of the impurity band becomes 

higher. These facts may explain recent experimental measurements of the parameters of the sensor 

response of similar hybrid materials to ammonia, where, in particular, it was shown that the sensor 

response is reversible, and its value increases with an increase in the number of oxypyrene sub-

stituents in the phthalocyanine macrocycle. 

Keywords: metal phthalocyanine; carbon nanotubes; quantum-chemical calculations; ammonia 

sensors 

 

1. Introduction 

In the last decade, carbon nanotubes (CNT) and hybrid materials with various 

classes of compounds have been the subjects of numerous theoretical and experimental 

studies [1]. Their electrophysical characteristics and the ability to change the conductivity 

in the atmosphere of various gases contribute to their widespread use as active layers of 

chemiresistive sensors of various gases and some liquids [1–3]. Covalent and 

non-covalent functionalization by metal or metal oxide nanoparticles, polymers, and 

various aromatic molecules are widely used to improve sensor characteristics such as 

sensitivity and selectivity with respect to various gases [2,4–6]. The advantage of 

non-covalent functionalization over covalent interactions is minimal damage to the sin-

gle-walled CNT surface with less distortion in their electronic structure [7,8]. Among 

other aromatic molecules, metal phthalocyanines (MPc), which have an extended 

π-system and the ability to vary widely in chemical structure, are promising candidates 
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for the modification of carbon nanotubes by non-covalent functionalization [9]. The ex-

pansion of the MPc aromatic system, when passing from phthalocyanine to naphthalo-

cyanine (MNc) [10] or by introducing additional aromatic substituents into the macroring 

[11,12], was shown to improve the interaction between the MPc macrocycle and CNTs 

and, thus, to lead to an improvement in the chemiresistive sensor performance. 

The literature abounds with examples of the use of CNT/MPc hybrid materials as 

active layers of gas sensors for the determination of chlorine [13,14], NO2 [15], ammonia 

[16–18], and some other gases and volatile organic vapors [19]. At the same time, an 

analysis of the literature shows that systematic studies of the influence of the phthalo-

cyanine structure (for example, the type of substituents) on sensor characteristics, as well 

as studies of the nature of the interaction of hybrid materials with analytes and the 

mechanism of the sensor response, are sporadic [20,21]. Most researchers, referring to 

each other, give only a speculative description of the mechanism based on the charge 

transfer between the electron acceptor or electron donor analyte molecules and a 

phthalocyanine molecule adsorbed on the surface of CNTs, which leads to an increase or 

decrease in the number of charge carriers, resulting in a change in the resistance of a 

sensing hybrid film [22–25]. Such conclusions usually are not supported by either ex-

perimental studies or theoretical calculations. 

It has been shown in our previous works that CNT/MPc hybrid materials demon-

strated a high sensor response to ammonia [9,10,26,27]. The limit of ammonia detection of 

the CNT/MPc-based sensors was found to reach 0.4 ppm and their sensitivity to ammo-

nia was much higher than to CO2, H2, H2S, CH4, ethanol, acetone, and dichloromethane 

vapors. For this reason, the nature of the interaction of hybrid materials with ammonia is 

considered in this work. 

The process of adsorption of oxygen molecules on the surface of a hybrid material or 

phthalocyanine film during exposure to ambient air with the formation of O2– species and 

their further reaction with reducing gases such as ammonia is also considered as a 

mechanism. In this connection, some researchers indicate that the following reaction 

proceeds: 4NH3(g) + 3O2−(ads)  2N2(g) + 6H2O(g) + 6e− [28,29], while the authors of other 

works [30,31] believe that the reaction with the formation of NO (4NH3(g) + 5O2−(ads) → 

4NO(g) + 6H2O(g) + 5e−) is more preferable. Electrons release during these processes and 

rapidly transfer to the carbon nanomaterials, changing their resistance. 

Another point of discussion when considering the mechanism of the sensor re-

sponse is the question of the adsorption sites of the analyte molecules on the surface of a 

hybrid material. DFT calculations are the most useful tool to clarify this issue. In most 

works [18,22,32–36], the interaction of the analyte molecules through the central metal is 

considered. For example, to explain the dependence of the sensor response on the nature 

of the central metal, Li et al. [22] estimated the binding energy in MPc-NH3 systems de-

pending on M, which decreased in the order of Co > Cu > Ni > Fe from 21.7 to 6.2 

kcal/mol. Comparable values of the binding energies were also obtained in the works of 

other authors [35]. Guo et al. [28] investigated the effect of substituents in CoPcs bearing 

various phenoxyl substituents in their hybrids with reduced graphene oxide on the sen-

sor response to ammonia. It was shown that the binding energies between NH3 and CoPc 

bearing various phenoxyl substituents varied in the range of 21.7–23.1 kcal/mol. 

On the one hand, the analysis of the interaction of ammonia through the central 

metal in those works showed that the central metal played a critical role in NH3 sensitiv-

ity. Thus, this consideration raises several ambiguous points. Firstly, the values of the 

binding energy of NH3 with some central metals indicate a rather strong binding. With 

such an interaction, the sensor response could hardly be reversible, which contradicts 

experimental data showing that hybrid materials and metal phthalocyanine films 

demonstrate a completely reversible sensor response at room temperature [17,37]. Sec-

ondly, the consideration of the interaction of NH3 with the metal centers is acceptable 

only if there is direct access to the central metal in the MPc molecules. This is possible, for 

example, if the phthalocyanine molecules are deposited as a monolayer on the surface of 
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a substrate or nanotubes, and the neighboring molecules or nanotubes do not prevent 

access to them. If the phthalocyanine molecules are packed in stacks on the CNT surface 

or in polycrystalline films, such a consideration is doubtful, since the separation between 

the neighboring molecules in the stack is 3.3–3.4 A, which is insufficient for the free pen-

etration of an NH3 molecule to the central atom. In this case, the consideration of the in-

teraction of the analyte molecules with a phthalocyanine molecule through the edge 

atoms of the MPc macrocycle or substituents in the ring seems more appropriate. More-

over, Chia et al. [15], in their experimental studies of the interaction between ammonia 

and CuPc by the methods of in-situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and EXAFS, 

demonstrated that the first derivative of XANES did not confirm the coordination of NH3 

with the Cu metal center. Therefore, it was proposed to consider the interaction of NH3 

with the benzene ring or the bridging nitrogen atom of the macrocycle. 

We have already used a similar explanation in our recent work [38] when explaining 

the effect of the number (x = 0, 1, 2, 4) of oxypyrene (py) substituents in zinc(II) phthalo-

cyanine molecules ZnPc-xpy-h on the sensor properties of their hybrid materials with 

single-walled carbon nanotubes. In particular, it was shown that the chemiresistive sen-

sor response to ammonia increased in the order ZnPc-0py-h < ZnPc-1py-h < ZnPc-2py-h < 

ZnPc-4py-h. To explain this regularity, we considered three possible sites for NH3 mol-

ecule adsorption: the central metal atom, oxypyren substituents, and side phthalocyanine 

atoms. Quantum-chemical calculations of these means of ammonia interaction with 

CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrid systems have shown that, in the first case, the binding en-

ergy was too high (more than 0.8 eV) for ammonia desorption under normal conditions, 

which could not explain the reversibility of the sensor response. In the case of the oxy-

pyren substituent, the interaction of the NH3 molecule was too weak (about 0.14 eV) to 

change the electron structure of the hybrid materials significantly and, as a result, their 

conductivity. When the ammonia molecules interacted with the side phthalocyanine 

atoms, the binding energy was enough (about 0.24 eV) to decrease the energy of the 

impurity electron band of the hybrid structures. This led to a lower population of the 

conduction band and, as a result, to a decrease in the electrical conductivity. Moreover, 

this decrease was higher the greater the number of oxypyren substituents, which ex-

plained the experimental observations. Despite the used explanation of the experimental 

results, several questions remained unresolved, namely, the nature of the impurity elec-

tron band, the dependence of its energy change on the number of oxypyren substituents, 

and the influence of these substituents on the binding energy of ammonia. Therefore, this 

work is aimed at clarifying these issues. 

In this paper, we show using quantum chemical calculations that the impurity elec-

tron band in the band gap of the CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrid structures is formed by the 

orbitals of the phthalocyanine atoms. The interaction of the NH3 molecules with the side 

atoms of phthalocyanine occurs via the formation of hydrogen bonds. The presence of the 

oxypyren substituents leads to the strengthening of these bonds due to the macrocycle 

polarization. A stronger interaction of the ammonia molecules with phthalocyanine leads 

to a more significant decrease in the impurity band energy. 

2. Objects and Methods of Investigation 

Quantum-chemical calculations of the geometric and electronic structure of the 

CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrid compounds, where x = 0, 1, 2, and 4, were performed using 

the SCC-DFTB method in the DFTB+ software package [39,40]. The 3OB parameter set 

(Slater-Koster files) was used to describe the interatomic interaction [41,42]. The disper-

sion interaction was corrected using the DFT-D3 method [43,44]. 

Each compound was considered as a periodic structure, the unit cell of which con-

tained a fragment of a carbon nanotube (10,0) 12a long, where a is the unit cell length of 

pure CNT(10,0), with a ZnPc-xpy molecule on the surface (Figure 1). The orientation of 

phthalocyanine in each case was chosen so that the total energy of the entire system was 

minimal due to the greater overlap of the conjugated π-systems of the macrocycle and the 
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carbon surface [12,45]. In this case, the periodicity of the hybrid was considered along the 

CNT(10,0) axis (direction c), and vacuum gaps of at least 50 Å were set along the other 

two perpendicular directions a and b in order to exclude the interaction of the hybrid 

with its images in neighboring cells. 

The first Brillouin zone was divided according to the Monkhorst–Pack scheme [46] 

into a grid containing 1 × 1 × 15 k-points along the directions a, b, and c, respectively. The 

optimization of the geometric structure of the compounds under consideration was car-

ried out up to the value of the forces acting on atoms equal to 1×10−4 a.u. In this case, since 

the number of electrons in the case of all the considered systems, including the carbon 

nanotube and phthalocyanines separately, was even, the calculations were carried out 

without taking into account spin polarization. 

 

Figure 1. Geometrical structures of CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 obtained as a result of quan-

tum-chemical modeling by the SCC-DFTB method. 

In the first step, the geometric structures of the CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrids were 

optimized, during which both the position of all the atoms and the cell length along the 

periodicity axis were varied. In the second step, four NH3 molecules were added to each 

structure so that they interacted with the side atoms of the phthalocyanines. Further-

more, in the obtained CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 structures, the geometry and position 

of the ammonia molecules were optimized at fixed positions of the atoms and the sizes of 

the hybrid structures themselves (Figure 1). As a result, data on the electronic structure 

(band structure and density of states) of the CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrids were obtained 

before and after the addition of the four NH3 molecules. 

To describe the nature and features of the interaction of ammonia with the consid-

ered phthalocyanine molecules, additional quantum-chemical calculations of the geo-

metric and electronic structure of ZnPc-xpy molecules with the four NH3 molecules were 

carried out. The orientation of the latter was chosen similarly to that obtained by con-

sidering the CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 hybrid structures (Figure 2). Since the number of 

electrons here was even in all cases, spin polarization as well as any symmetry con-

straints were not considered. 

At the stage of the geometry optimization of the ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 aggregates, calcu-

lations were performed using the DFT BP86-D3/def2-SVP method [43,44,47–49] in the 

ORCA software package [50,51] using RI approximation [52–57] and the corresponding 

Def2/J auxiliary basis set [58]. Then, the binding energy Eb of each ammonia molecule in 

the composition of each aggregate was calculated from the difference in the total energies 

of the corresponding structure and its components, the geometries of which were also 

optimized separately: 

�� = ����
+ ���������/����

− ���������/����
− ∆�����, (1)
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where ΔEBSSE is the correction to the binding energy, taking into account the basis set 

superposition error, which, in turn, was estimated as follows: 

∆����� = (���������/����

��������/���� + ����

��������/����) − (�
��������/����

∗
��������/���� + �

���
∗

��������/����). (2)

Here, the superscript ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 indicates that the geometries of 

ZnPc-xpy/3NH3 and NH3, respectively, were taken from an optimized aggregate of a 

phthalocyanine molecule and four ammonia molecules, while their geometry optimiza-

tion was not performed, but only the calculation of the total energy was carried out. An 

asterisk in the subscript means that the specified fragment of the whole aggregate was 

considered in the case when the atoms of the second fragment were dummy; that is, they 

were points described by the corresponding basis sets of atomic orbitals. 

 

Figure 2. Geometrical structures of ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 aggregates, obtained from the results of 

quantum-chemical calculations by the DFT BP86-D3/def2-SVP method. The numbers 1–4 indicate 

the order of calculation of the binding energy of the corresponding NH3 molecule in the composi-

tion of the entire aggregate. 

In the next step, the electron wave functions of the optimized ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 

compounds were calculated using the cc-pVTZ basis set of atomic orbitals [59]. In the 

framework of the QTAIM theory [60–62], a topological analysis of the electron density 

distribution ρ(r) in the structures under consideration was performed using these wave 

functions and the AIMAll software package [63]. In this approach, the indicator of the 

binding interaction of two atoms is the presence of a bond critical point (3,−1) (BCP) be-

tween them. Here, ω = 3 is the rank of the Hessian of ρ(r) at this point, and σ = −1 is the 

sum of the signs of the Hessian eigenvalues λi (λ1 < 0, λ2 < 0, and λ3 > 0). 

Based on the set of values of these parameters, including the electron density La-

placian 2ρ(r) = λ1 + λ2 + λ3, it is possible to judge the nature of the interaction between 

the considered atoms. In particular, if |λ1|/λ3 > 1 (2ρ(r) < 1), the so-called “shared in-

teraction” occurs, in which the accumulation and sharing of electron density in the in-

teratomic space typical for covalent bonds are observed. In the case when |λ1|/λ3 < 1 

(2ρ(r) > 1), a “closed-shell interaction” is observed, which is characteristic of ionic, 

high-polar covalent, hydrogen, and van der Waals bonds [60–63]. In this case, there is an 

outflow of electron density from the critical point toward atomic nuclei. There is also an 

“intermediate interaction”, in which the value of 2ρ(r) is also positive, but the chemical 

bond is considered covalent if the value of ρ(r) is large. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

After the optimization of the geometry of the CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrids, as well 

as the geometry and arrangement of the four ammonia molecules bound to them through 

the side atoms of the phthalocyanines, calculations and analysis of the band structure and 

electron densities of the states of all the considered objects were performed (Figure 3). 

Here, first of all, it should be noted that the band gaps (Eg1 and Eg2) of the hybrid materials 

under study, practically, do not depend either on the number of oxypyrene substituents 

in the zinc phthalocyanine macrocycle or on the presence of ammonia. The band gap 

values Eg1 of the hybrids without the NH3 molecules and Eg2 of the hybrids with the NH3 

molecules differ only by thousandths of eV (Table 1). At the same time, considering the 

densities of the states (DOS) (Figure 3, central and right panels) and the visualization of 

the wave functions (Figure 3, left panels), it should be concluded that the conduction 

band bottom and the valence band top in all the structures are formed by the orbitals of 

the carbon atoms of CNT(10,0). 

The most interesting point here is the presence in the band gap of an impurity band 

formed mainly by the orbitals of the phthalocyanine atoms. Since this band does not hy-

bridize with other bands, the electrons populating it do not directly participate in elec-

trical conduction. However, due to thermal excitation, they can pass into the conduction 

band of CNT, changing the electrical conductivity of the carbon nanotube. The key factor 

determining the possibility of this transition is the energy difference between the impu-

rity band and the conduction band bottom. 

In the case of hybrids without ammonia molecules, the value of ΔE1 of this differ-

ence decreases with an increase in the number of oxypyrene substituents of zinc phthal-

ocyanine (Figure 3). This may be due to an increase in the strength of the bond between 

the ZnPc-xpy molecules and CNT(10,0) with an increase in x, which was demonstrated 

earlier [12]. When the four NH3 molecules attach to the side atoms of phthalocyanine, the 

energy difference between the impurity band and the conduction band bottom increases 

to ΔE2, which should be accompanied by a decrease in the electrical conductivity of the 

carbon nanotube. 

Table 1. Band gap and change in the position of the impurity band and the conduction band pop-

ulation in CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrids with the addition of four ammonia molecules. 

x Eg1, eV Eg2, eV ΔE, eV n1/n2 

0 0.774 0.774 0.005 1.10 

1 0.774 0.773 0.013 1.29 

2 0.775 0.774 0.019 1.45 

4 0.772 0.772 0.038 2.10 

The most important point is that the change in ΔE=ΔE2 − ΔE1 during ammonia ad-

sorption increases with an increase in the number of oxypyrene substituents in zinc 

phthalocyanine in the hybrid compound (Table 1). If we take into account that the pop-

ulation of the conduction band (n1 without NH3 molecules and n2 with NH3 molecules) 

depends on the energy of the electron transition into it, according to Equation (3), 

�� ∝ exp �−
∆��

2��
�,    �� ∝ exp �−

∆��

2��
�, (3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, then its decrease with the addi-

tion of the four NH3 molecules can be estimated by the ratio 4: 

��

��
= exp �−

∆��

2��
� exp �−

∆��

2��
�� = exp �

∆�� − ∆��

2��
� = exp �

∆�

2��
�. (4)
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Figure 3. Band structure and densities of states of CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy (center panels) and 

CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 (right panels); electron wave functions of the conduction band bottom, 

the impurity band, and the valence band top of the hybrids without ammonia molecules (left pan-

els). In the case of densities of states, the black line is the total DOS, and the red and blue peaks are 

the partial DOS of the CNT(10,0) and ZnPc-xpy atoms separately. 

With an increase in the number of oxypyrene substituents, this ratio increases (Table 

1). This means that the addition of ammonia leads to a greater decrease in the population 

of the conduction band. Thus, at room temperature, in the case of CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-0py, 

the population decreases by 1.1, while in the case of CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-4py, it decreases by 
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2.1. This, in turn, determines the sensitivity of the hybrid materials under consideration: 

the more oxypyrene substituents, the more the conduction band population decreases 

when the NH3 molecules are added, the more the electrical conductivity decreases, and, 

as a result, the sensor response to ammonia increases, as was observed in earlier exper-

imental studies [38]. 

A deeper downward shift of the indicated impurity level in the CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy 

hybrids in the case of the larger x values with the addition of the four NH3 molecules may 

be caused by the fact that the strength of the interaction of ammonia with the side atoms 

of the phthalocyanine molecule increases with an increase in the number of oxypyrene 

substituents. In this case, the expected effect should be a stronger impact of ammonia on 

the electron system of the macrocycle. As a result of the quantum-chemical calculations 

of the ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 molecular systems using the DFT BP86-D3/def2-SVP method, it 

was shown that the introduction of oxypyrene substituents led to an increase in the 

binding energy of the ammonia molecule in the position adjacent to the attachment site 

(Table 2). 

In particular, in the case of ZnPc-1py, the strongest binding is observed in position 4 

(Figure 2), while in the case of ZnPc-2py, in positions 2 and 4. This is due to a shift in the 

electron density in the macrocycle due to the polarization action of the oxypyrene sub-

stituent. This effect is most clearly observed in the case of one substituent. If, in the 

ZnPc-0py/4NH3 compound, the Eb values of all the NH3 molecules are the same, then, in 

the ZnPc-1py/4NH3 compound, they are all different. In positions 1 and 2, they are lower 

than in position 4. In this case, the average binding energy of the four ammonia mole-

cules is higher in the case of ZnPc-1py/4NH3 than in the case of ZnPc-0py/4NH3. Simi-

larly, the Eb values are higher in the case of phthalocyanine with the four oxypyrene 

substituents compared to phthalocyanine without the oxypyrene substituents. 

Table 2. Binding energies (in eV) of each of the four NH3 molecules in ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 aggregates. 

x 

Position Number of the NH3 Molecule  

(in Accordance with Figure 2) 

1 2 3 4 

0 0.141 0.141 0.141 0.141 

1 0.133 0.127 0.141 0.215 

2 0.139 0.149 0.145 0.204 

4 0.156 0.156 0.156 0.156 

The obtained values of the binding energy of the NH3 molecules are comparable 

with the energies of the hydrogen bonds. However, in order to obtain more reliable in-

formation about the nature of the interaction of ammonia with the side atoms of the 

phthalocyanines, the electronic structure of the ZnPc-xpy/4NH3 aggregates was exam-

ined. 

It was found that, as a result of the topological analysis of the electron density dis-

tribution in ZnPc-1py/4NH3, performed within the framework of QTAIM, three critical 

bond points are formed between each NH3 molecule and the side phthalocyanine atoms 

(Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Bond critical points in the ZnPc-1py aggregate with four ammonia molecules (red circles 

show the BCP1-BCP12 points characterizing the interaction of NH3 molecules with the phthalocy-

anine between the indicated atoms). 

Two points are located between the ammonia nitrogen atom and the non-peripheral 

hydrogen atoms of ZnPc-1py (BCP1 and BCP3, BCP4 and BCP6, BCP7 and BCP9, BCP10 

and BCP12), while one point is between one of the NH3 hydrogen atoms and the bridging 

nitrogen atom of ZnPc-1py (BCP2, BCP5, BCP8, BCP11). 

It was previously shown [64] that, when the hydrogen bonds were formed, the val-

ues of ρ(r) and 2ρ(r) at the corresponding critical points should be in the ranges of 

0.013–0.236 e/Å3 and 0.578–3.350 e/Å5, respectively. The values of the electron density and 

its Laplacian obtained by us fully satisfy these requirements (Table 3). Thus, it can be 

concluded that the attachment of the ammonia molecules to the side atoms of the 

phthalocyanines occurs due to the formation of exclusively hydrogen bonds, which is 

also evidenced by the values of Eb (Table 2). 

Table 3. Values of ρ(r) and 2ρ(r) at bond critical points characterizing the interaction of four NH3 

molecules with the ZnPc-1py molecule and effective charges q of the corresponding hydrogen 

atoms of phthalocyanine. 

BCP Atoms ρ(r), e/Å3 2ρ(r), e/Å5 q, e 

1 N1-H1 0.146 1.602 0.148 

2 N2-H2 0.117 1.162 - 

3 N1-H3 0.096 1.050 0.051 

4 N3-H4 0.140 1.543 0.106 

5 N4-H5 0.129 1.270 - 

6 N3-H6 0.098 1.069 0.046 

7 N5-H7 0.137 1.527 0.107 

8 N6-H8 0.125 1.238 - 

9 N5-H9 0.100 1.092 0.047 

10 N7-H10 0.138 1.530 0.107 

11 N8-H11 0.126 1.250 - 

12 N7-H12 0.099 1.082 0.048 

Thus, this fact allowed us to explain the experimental observations. If strong cova-

lent bonds were formed as a result of the interaction of the NH3 molecules with phthal-

ocyanine, the desorption process would be difficult, and the sensor response would be 

irreversible. In this case, the changes in the electronic structure of the 
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CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrids would be more significant due to the hybridization of the 

molecular orbitals, and the change in the energy of the impurity band would not be lim-

ited to hundredths of eV. Due to the weakness of these interactions, significant changes in 

the electronic structure of the CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrids are not observed. In this re-

gard, hydrogen bonds, which occupy an intermediate position between covalent and 

dispersion interactions, are the most suitable for explaining the phenomena observed in 

the experiments to study the sensor response of the CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrid layers to 

ammonia, namely, its appearance and reversibility. 

In ZnPc-1py/4NH3, the total Mulliken charge of the atoms of the oxypyrene sub-

stituent is -0.044e; that is, the substituent pulls the electron density onto itself. As a result, 

it can be seen that the H1 atom (Figure 4) has the largest positive charge q among all the 

phthalocyanine hydrogen atoms involved in the formation of the hydrogen bonds with 

the NH3 molecules. As a consequence, the values of ρ(r) and 2ρ(r) in BCP1 between this 

atom and the nitrogen atom N1 of ammonia are the largest when compared with the 

other indicated bond critical points (Table 3). This is what determines the highest bond 

strength of the NH3 molecule in position 4 of the ZnPc-1py/4NH3 structure (Figure 2, 

Table 2). 

Thus, the effect of the oxypyrene substituents is to polarize the phthalocyanine 

molecule and, in particular, the side atoms with which ammonia interacts. As a result, the 

strength of the interaction of NH3 with the ZnPc-xpy molecules bearing the oxypyrene 

substituents is higher than in the case of ZnPc-0py without the substitutes. Stronger 

binding of the NH3 molecules has a stronger effect on the electronic structure of phthal-

ocyanine. This leads to a greater shift of the impurity band downward in energy in the 

CNT(10,0)/ZnPc-xpy hybrids during ammonia adsorption with an increase in the num-

ber of oxypyrene substituents x in ZnPc-xpy. 

4. Conclusions 

Quantum chemical calculations of the geometric and electronic structure of periodic 

hybrid compounds representing carbon nanotubes (10.0) with zinc phthalocyanine mol-

ecules on their surface have been carried out. Zinc phthalocyanines ZnPc-xpy (x=0, 1, 2, 4) 

differed from each other in the number of oxypyrene substituents in the tetrapyrrole 

macrocycle. It was found, as a result of the calculations, that, in these hybrids, an impu-

rity band formed by the orbitals of the phthalocyanine atoms was located in the band gap 

of the carbon nanotube. The electrons of this level do not directly participate in electric 

conduction; however, due to thermal excitation, they can pass into the conduction band. 

The probability of this transition is determined by the difference between the energies of 

the impurity band and the conduction band bottom. With an increase in the number of 

oxypyrene substituents, this difference decreases. The interaction of the ammonia mole-

cules with the side phthalocyanine atoms on the surface of a carbon nanotube occurs 

through the formation of hydrogen bonds. As a result, the energy of the impurity band 

decreases. Consequently, the thermal population of the conduction band decreases. This 

explains the occurrence of the sensor response of the considered hybrid materials to 

ammonia, which is manifested as a decrease in electrical conductivity during the ad-

sorption of gas molecules. Such interaction of ammonia through the formation of weak 

hydrogen bonds can cause the reversibility of the sensor response. 

The strength of the bonds between the ammonia and phthalocyanine molecules in-

creases with an increase in the number of oxypyrene substituents. As a result, the de-

crease in the energy of the impurity band becomes more significant, which leads to a 

more noticeable decrease in the thermal population of the conduction band. This may 

explain the higher value of the sensor response of the hybrids containing the larger 

number of oxypyrene substituents in the zinc phthalocyanine macrocycle, which was 

observed experimentally in our previous work, since, in this case, the decrease in elec-

trical conductivity during adsorption of the same amount of ammonia molecules is more 

significant. 
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